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Keep your workforce,
one of the largest costs
of doing business, focused and
productive every moment of
every shift
With Zebra’s Mobile Workforce Management
software, you can automatically deliver a
personalized electronic task list that is prioritized
in real-time to every associate, right on the Zebra
mobile device they carry. So whether shelves need
re-stocking or a customer needs assistance, you
can count on the prompt and timely completion of
tasks required to provide your customers with a
great shopping experience.
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INCREASE ASSOCIATE PRODUCTIVITY
with a new kind of task management tool

IN RETAIL STORES AROUND THE WORLD,
there are hundreds of tasks that must be completed every
day in order to deliver the best shopping experience
possible. Orchestrating the execution of these tasks is
a real challenge. Since tasks can come from so many
different sources, supervisors become the hub of a manual
task management system, responsible for aggregating
tasks into a single list and walking around the store to
locate workers to delegate and check on task status.
What if you could automatically create a personalized
real-time prioritized task list that workers could access
on the Zebra mobile device they already carry? What
if tasks could be generated from practically anywhere:
automatically from store systems or in real-time by
supervisors and customers shopping in the store?

Imagine how customer service would improve when
the right associate responds almost instantly to
a shopper’s request for help.
Imagine how your staffing costs would be impacted if
you could more fully utilize every associate on every shift.
Imagine if your management team could view task
execution status from anywhere in the store, without
the need to check with every associate.
Imagine what your supervisors could do with all that time.

YOU HAVE JUST IMAGINED WHAT
YOU CAN DO FOR YOUR STORE
WITH ZEBRA’S MOBILE WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE.
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MOBILE WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Extending and improving traditional task management
AUTOMATIC TASK CREATION

AUTOMATIC TASK DISTRIBUTION

Managers

Create real-time tasks as
needed throughout the
day, such as a spill clean-up
and re-stocking of a shelf;
create pre-scheduled
standard tasks for store
opening and closing

Stock room

Backend
applications/sensors

Promotion Management,
Pricing, RFID, Video
Analytics systems and more
can automatically send
tasks, such as markdowns
for an upcoming sale or
shelf replenishment

Shoppers

Mobile Workforce
Management
Software

Shoppers can request help
from their smartphones or
an in-store kiosk, delivered
as an urgent task to the
most appropriate associate

Time-stamped
audit of employee
activities*

Sales
associates

Entire associate
workforce

Tasks are automatically
distributed to the
worker best suited for
the task based on a
wide variety of factors,
including: identification
of the right workgroup,
who is logged in that
workgroup, who is
available (not on break),
associate skillset, task
priority, task duration
and more.

Cashiers

Associates

Any associate can be
authorized to create a
task, such as re-stocking
bathroom supplies

Maintenance

* Metrics collected include tasks completed, time-on-task and more for improved task management. Please see www.zebra.com/workforcemanagement for the list of
supported mobile devices.

Mobile Workforce Management is a new
task management software framework that provides
groundbreaking capabilities by automatically matching
tasks with the appropriate associate. Now, your managers
are no longer the hub of task assignment. Instead, Mobile
Workforce Management becomes the hub, connecting
virtually all of the systems in your store that generate tasks.
Mobile Workforce Management automatically:
• Determines which associates are available and
best suited for a task
• Delivers the task directly to the mobile devices of
the chosen associates
• Monitors task status until it is complete
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• Escalates tasks if needed
• Provides managers with a real-time view into task
status — as well as a complete history of who did
what and how long each task took.
Now, more tasks are not only completed — but also
completed on time. Your store is always at its best — clean
and with properly priced merchandise, well-stocked
shelves and associates who respond quickly to requests
for help. Your associates are productive every moment of
every shift. Your managers are no longer bogged down
with manual task administration, able to spend more time
out on the store floor with shoppers and associates. As a
result, you get more value out of your most important and
costly asset — your workforce.
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The SB1 smart badge
THE AFFORDABLE, WEARABLE MOBILE
DEVICE FOR EVERY RETAIL ASSOCIATE
To unlock the full power of Mobile Workforce Management
software, your associates will need a mobile device —
and until today, giving every associate a mobile device
has been cost prohibitive. The SB1 smart badge from
Zebra changes that. This unique device is not only an
ideal companion for Mobile Workforce Management, it is
also priced to enable retailers to purchase one for every
associate. This small wearable device allows associates
to access their Mobile Workforce Management task list,
accept tasks, indicate when tasks are complete — and
much more. The little SB1 is four devices in one:
• A bar code scanner, allowing associates to
instantly look up price and availability for shoppers
• A browser-based computer, capable of accessing
server-based applications such as Inventory Status
• A push-to-talk communicator, allowing associates
to place and receive push-to-talk calls with
supervisors and co-workers on any supported
push-to-talk device, including Zebra mobile
computers, popular third party smartphones and
two-way radios*
• An electronic badge — when not in use, the SB1
can display associate name and photo plus a
promotional message
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FIVE KEY
CAPABILITIES
for better task management

1

Enable anyone and almost
any system to create a task

One of the more unique aspects of Mobile
Workforce Management software is its flexible architecture
— tasks can come from practically any source. You can
interface Mobile Workforce Management to existing
systems that generate tasks today, regardless of whether
they are in-store or in the corporate office — including
backend applications, self-service kiosks, RFID sensors
and more. In addition, managers can create tasks on the
fly via easy-to-use templates. For example, the scan of a
bar code on a shelf can present a template that can be
rapidly completed to generate a task to replenish that
particular shelf. You can give associates permission to
create tasks — such as a clean-up required in a particular
aisle. Shoppers can even trigger an urgent task from their
own smartphones by requesting assistance when they are
in the store via your loyalty application.

2

Automatically assign
and deliver tasks

Determining which workers should receive
which tasks and then physically locating those workers to
delegate the tasks is a monumental and time-consuming
effort that is completely eliminated by Mobile Workforce
Management. Now, within moments of a task arriving in
the system, Mobile Workforce Management automatically
identifies the associate best suited for the task and
delivers it directly to those mobile devices that are in the
hands of those associates, with the proper priority level
— no manager intervention required. Some of the many
factors this intelligent system can utilize to assign tasks
include: the workgroup assigned to the specific task type,
who is on shift in that workgroup; the worker’s role (for
example, associate or manager), the task priority, how
many users the task requires, the duration of the task and
when the task must be completed.
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3

Automatically escalate tasks

Once a task has been delegated, it must be
escalated if it is not completed on time — and
with manual task management, the act of identifying which
tasks require escalation is extremely difficult. But with
Mobile Workforce Management software, task escalation
is completely automated. The system automatically
identifies tasks that have not been completed in the time
allotted and escalates the task according to the path that
you defined. The escalated task can appear as a new top
priority in the task list of members of another workgroup —
or managers can also receive a text or email notification of
the escalation. The bottom line is without any effort on the
part of your managers, tasks are automatically escalated as
needed to ensure on-time completion.
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Put real-time task status at
your managers’ fingertips

Instead of running around the store to determine
task status, managers simply access the real-time
dashboard on their mobile computer or tablet. The flexible
dashboard allows managers to view summary screens that
show tasks by department or by associate, with the ability
to drill down into the specifics for each task. For the first
time, at any moment in time, managers can easily see the
status of every task — and what each associate is doing.
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Provide the rich historical
information your managers
need to continuously improve
associate productivity and efficiency
In order to best manage any workforce, you need
access to the most detailed information possible.
With Mobile Workforce Management, a world of metrics is
always at the fingertips of your organization for analysis.
Managers can review the tasks executed and the time
each task took. Armed with that information, managers
can: spot associates that need more training, set attainable
goals and evaluate how well employees are meeting
goals, improving accountability. The result is a continual
improvement of the utilization of the associate workforce.
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THE MANY BENEFITS
of real-time mobile task management
Mobile Workforce Management software positively impacts nearly every aspect of your store — the shopping experience,
workforce productivity and efficiency, sales, the return on existing store system investments and your brand.

GIVE YOUR SHOPPERS A BETTER
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

INCREASE YOUR SALES FOR A
STRONGER BOTTOM LINE

• Since tasks are completed on time, shoppers find
your store just the way they want it — clean with
well-stocked shelves.

• A better shopping experience leads to increased
shopper satisfaction, more sales and more
loyal shoppers.

• Since requests for help are routed almost instantly,
customer service is improved — shoppers can get
help whenever they need it.

• Well-stocked shelves ensure shoppers find
the products they want, when they want them,
preventing walkouts and lost sales.

INCREASE THE PRODUCTIVITY OF YOUR
ASSOCIATE WORKFORCE
• Since associates are extremely productive during
every shift, operational costs are reduced.
• Historical reports allow you to continually improve
associate productivity and efficiency.
• Improved workforce utilization reduces staffing
costs — the same staff can handle more work.

CREATE A MORE EFFECTIVE
MANAGERIAL WORKFORCE
• Less time is spent on day-to-day task
management, yet task management is
greatly improved.
• Managers are more effective, able to spend more
time out on the sales floor improving the
shopping experience.

GET A BETTER RETURN ON YOUR
INVESTMENT IN EXISTING
STORE SYSTEMS
• Integration with the many partner and business
systems in use today allows you to increase the
value of existing technology investments — from
the time and attendance to the promotions
management system.

ENHANCE BRAND LOYALTY — AND YOUR
BRAND IMAGE
• Delivering a better and consistent overall shopping
experience — from the moment they enter the
store to the moment they make a purchase —
makes shoppers want to return to your store.
• Allowing shoppers to use your loyalty application
on their mobile devices to request help in the
store positions you as a leader who keeps up with
cutting-edge retail technology trends to deliver a
better shopping experience.

Deliver an exceptional shopping experience with an
exceptional new type of task management tool —
MOBILE WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
For more information, visit us today at www.zebra.com/workforcemanagement or locate your local
Zebra representative in our global contact directory at www.zebra.com/contact
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The Mobile Workforce Management
Software framework
Mobile Workforce Management
software for associate devices:
provides access to task lists and
ability to update status in
real time

Mobile Workforce Management
software setup tools: provides
needed tools for initial setup of
the software

Mobile Workforce Management
software for manager devices:
enables managers to create
tasks and monitor task status in
real time via an easy to navigate
dashboard.

Mobile Workforce Management
software tools and configuration:
provides all the tools required for easy
day-to-day management of this software
solution, such as adding and deleting
users, defining skills, creating task
templates, locations and configuring
reporting capabilities

* Mobile computers and third party smartphones require the Push-to-Talk Express client, a complimentary software client available on
the Zebra website. Two-way radios require Radio Link Server. SB1 requires Push-to-Talk Express hardware accessories.
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